MEALER 2012
U.S. National Debt Plan
American’s have not failed America, the US Government has failed Americans.
Now that the US Debt Rating has dropped as it has never seen before, including during the Great
Depression, we must move with the TRIO of Mealer Plans (plus the FairTax). There are no other
options and no politician will go against their lobbyists controllers, unless we outlaw the destructive
force that has sent our nation to ruin. Lobby firms will be clamped down on.
One method to reduce or pay off the national Debt is to immediately place a very small tax on
derivatives whether buying or selling of say, 0.3% or 0.6%. This Securities Exchange tax would
have very little effect on the traders or buyers of commodities and basic stocks and bonds. This
would be a viable option to a direct tax upon the wealthy investors that many politicians seem
dead set on avoiding. So, this is in essence, raising taxes in a place where the minute amount of
taxation will not be felt.
These small taxes would bring in well over $4 trillion of the taxed $600 Trillion traded and
exchanged (from derivatives) in Wall Street and the Nasdaq over a decade, but does little for
private sector jobs that we need right now. The MEALER ECONOMIC INITIATIVE method is
based around job creation and business expansion and intended for permanent large scale private
sector growth.
Sure, the levy of an exchange fee (tax) on the $600 trillion market for Derivatives is 40 times
the value of the US stock market and a plan by itself, but we need long-term, hard-core job
creation to stand above the tax issues.
The Mealer Economic Initiative is that full bore plan, but to better force it into play against the
special interests and lobbyists, we MUST USE the Mealer US National Debt Plan as outlined
below. Think of it as the incentive that Congress and their lobbyist controllers need, and the
incentive those with huge Federal reserved backed off-shore accounts need to bring the wealth
home.
A Second Method is to institute the
but the FairTax alone is neither as immediate
nor as forcefully effective, nor as quickly implemented as this Mealer Debt Plan, and instead must
be considered the follow-up to what we need to accomplish on Day One. Unless of course,
America chooses between Evil #1 and the Evil #2, rather than JL Mealer.
The following Plan is the hard-core attitude of being American, testicular fortitude and making
things happen to forever clean up Washington DC, shy of a revolution.
Keep in mind "WE are JL Mealer".
The formal MEALER US National Debt Plan is a solution using the rule of law whereby the US
President may legally declare -by Executive Order- that the National Debt and Debt Rating, the
American joblessness and drain on the US infrastructure are combined as a National Security Emergency
(Because they are), and while operating with the Vice President, will order the Minting of multiple
One Trillion US Dollar Denomination Coins and dozens of One Hundreds of One Billion Dollar
Denomination Coins. [aka. MEALER COINS although this is a Constitutional mandate & not my idea].
Once again, this is the a jurisdictional method used to bring home the wealth and to return control
of the US Dollar to Congress and the American people rather than the Federal Reserve bank.

Since this would be a National Security Emergency Matter, the President would appoint the CIA, FBI,
DHS, NSA , Secret Service, IRS and possibly the DEA and ATF (while hiring paid staff to follow with
brooms and wet sponges) to enforce the National Security Emergency Matter on those members of
Congress who refuse to sign off on the Minted Coins. With the President via the public's choice, calling
the shots in one of those “chain the Congressional chamber doors and forget the coffee because we are
busy” moments.
These actions are authorized to the POTUS alone in matters of necessity within the US
Constitution at Article I, § 8, Clause 5: To coin Money, regulate the Value thereof, and of
foreign Coin, and fix the Standard of Weights and Measures; AND distinctly in Clause 21: To
make all Laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into Execution the foregoing
Powers, and all other Powers vested by this Constitution in the Government of the United
States, or in any Department or Officer thereof.
To answer one often asked question: This has little to do with the Debt Ceiling, yet would drop the need
for such expectations as a naturally occurring balanced budget would become part of the deal. We no
longer need an open check book once the special interests are out of the way.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------WHY WILL THIS WORK RATHER THAN FAIL?
The incentives alone will bring the US Dollar (Fed Res Note) back to the US for investment, and if
that is not enough incentive, the one time use COINS for the FRNs will add the "extra push". The
TRIO of Mealer Plans is the KEY to this entire solution. No one in their right mind would turn
down this deal. The reason it will NOT crash the economy is the existence of the entire TRIO of
Plans, plus the drug policy.
Those with the big-bucks are usually intelligent people, they will not pass up a deal to become tax
exempt on the new business they invest in and create and make flourish while paying top wages!
Higher wages means more cash spend in the private sector and more sales tax. Followed by the
FairTax, of course.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------The lobbyists must and would lose all control of our elected officials from this day forward. The
true Congressmen and women will be forced to hear the short, sweet version of America's
solution and sign the documents for the coins... Or be held accountable for treasonous violations
of a National Security breach.
This is not merely a flippant 'coin minting & toss', but a well conceived Trio of Plans that
must be instituted simultaneously so that off-shore wealth immediately returns to the US
from wealthy soon-to-be US business investors who will then have a legitimate reason and
an ‘incentive’ to grow the American economy, [see Mealer Economic Initiative]. These Plans
includes paid jobs training as American businesses are bolstered, expanded & created, secondary
and tertiary economies are also instantly created and this nation thrives as we go back to work.
Think about this for a second, if you had billions of Federal Reserved Backed funds banked tax
free off-shore, earning you maybe 2% to 4 % interest; would you; 1). Accept a ‘one-time use
coin’ for payment? 2). Or face seizure due to National Security Matters? 3). Or better yet, invest
it and gain a tax free profit on your entire investment 'umbrella of companies' as detailed within

the Mealer Economic Initiative, PLUS earn a guaranteed 6% return on your investment alone?
No more special interest lobbyists buying the votes of our government officials or their staff
members who actually read and prepare their legislation and votes… They would then become
considered as serious threats to National Security and treated as such.
HERE'S WHERE THE DEAL IS SEALED:
The MEALER ECONOMIC INITIATIVE is timed to coincide with the MEALER USND PLAN, so the
offshore bank accounts will head back home to the USA for the new American businesses as will most
other wealth driven and “hidden” assets.
Besides, the mere existence of the Minted Coins jangling in the President’s pockets each
time he met with debt holders or called a meeting with the pompous bandits, would put every holder
of US Debt in the forms of holdings of U.S. Treasury marketable and non-marketable bills, bonds,
and federal reserve notes., including the Federal Reserve at the mercy of the US President who is
directed by the American Citizen (US citizen voter).
This is the hard core method “President MEALER” would use to reign in the National Debt while
boosting the US GDP and driving the sale of American exports which would be created by instituting the
Mealer Economic Initiative. In fact, any “anti-politician” US President with the gonads to do it, would
literally have America’s enemies by their own family jewels.
These countries include: Mainland China, Japan, the UK (America’s true ally), MAJOR OIL
EXPORTERS of Ecuador, Venezuela, Indonesia, Bahrain, Iran, Iraq, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Algeria, Gabon, Libya, Nigeria (This proves another reason
the US will not allow alternative energy to replace oil. Also, the reason the regenerative fuel
powered Mealer Automobile/power source Mfg plan was crushed by the US DOJ), Brazil,
Taiwan, Caribbean Bankers (offshore money laundered groups must pay the US to hide their
criminal activity) Russia, Hong Kong, Switzerland (who also houses old Nazi gold)… and many
more smaller less-critical and other friendly foreign entities.
Once the Federal Reserve is under control and the lobbyists out of business, the step to keep usury (debt)
off the backs of America's posterity (our children and their children, etc), the US Congress returns to
printing US backed currency vs central bank backed FRNs.
US Treasury Securities held by financial intermediaries would also return to the US as investments in
American business as per the Mealer Economic Initiative, or face the risk of having them paid off with a
one time use coin. Kind of a “play now or lose it all” scenario.
Technically, legally and feasibly the Federal Reserve may be replaced with this [gradual] method of
exchanging Federal Reserve Notes (FRNs) for 100% American based currency, whether based on silver,
gold, other precious metals such as Plutonium (banked of course), Rhodium, Iridium, Osmium,
Ruthenium, Germanium, Beryllium, or on the strength of the American workforce.
The main reason to drop the Central Private Bank known as the Federal Reserve Bank is simply that they
are accountable to no one and enslave the US government and Americans with their fiat currency.
Meaning it costs over $.40 to pay off a single Fed Res Note in usury fees.
This executed Plan would also curb, halt and prevent the hyperinflation which is ‘on the way’ –
according to the Federal Reserve, the IMF, the UN, the US Government and every second-hand pundit
and MBA toting financial guru. HOW? Through the use of Congressional greenbacks rather than Federal
Reserve Note usury (which is where inflation comes from).

This Plan is also something that MUST BE DONE before the US Dollar (now known as the FRN and the
occasional Minted $1 Coin) is replaced with the Amero Currency (American, Canadian, Mexican
combo) or European Currency or the Chinese Yen as the IMF and UN constantly suggest. Everyone
would win except the Americans. The exchange of FRNs to American Dollars based on silver, gold and
the American work force is something that MUST be done and today’s money experts are suggesting just
that… Yet they and their politician followers have no plan for doing so.
Of course, Government Spending must be cut across the board, especially on the federal level. Of
the utmost importance is that no American must ever go hungry, and no veteran, ex-military will ever be
without a roof over head and their opportunity for job preference must be at the forefront of job creation.
The Mealer Economic Plan will also address these issues, and with the jobs, business and taxable cash
influx, Veteran loans will be a huge way of successfully repatriation with our heroes and soldiers.
Further, as worked into the Trio of MEALER PLANS is that medical care for vets is a lifelong affair
whether through the VA or privately and Medicare, Medicaid stays intact. One other quick note about
vets, is that the so-called illegal aliens who serve in the military must never be deported or treated as
criminals but instead be awarded full citizenship and benefits of all other US Servicemen and women.
HISTORY ON PAPER FIAT MONEY
What many people do not realize about the National Debt is that the monetary valuation is based not on
wealth or any standard of measurement such as gold or silver, but on the value of the American worker
using all US National Parks, US Oil Reserves and US Tribal Land primarily as collateral. This history is
very important and can be easily verified, so please bear with me.
The insatiable and unsustainable growth of the National Debt is not so much Congressional spending,
National Defense costs, wars or entitlements (all of which must be adjusted and/or reigned in or
altered by re-organizing lobbyist powered groups such as the FTC, FDA and Big Pharma), but on the
interest of the Debt alone.
Outside of entitlements and wars and federal pensions, the U.S. is behind schedule (“in debt”) by about
$12 Trillion.
The U.S. owes foreign countries roughly $5 Trillion, not counting well over an extra $5 Trillion in
trade deficits with foreign oil costs added in. So much for Free Trade! Keeping in mind that the trade
deficit is fully regulated by the value of the Federal Reserve Note.
The amount the U.S. owes the Federal Reserve Bank (aka the IMF) is $13 Trillion and compounding
at a tremendous rate for every federal reserve note (every single dollar) spent to pay for anything and
everything the U.S. borrows from the Federal Reserve or any other country to pay down the US debt.
http://www.usdebtclock.org/
The US Government Accountability Office states very clearly where the debt is coming from and to
whom it is owed.
http://www.gao.gov/special.pubs/longterm/debt/debtbasics.html
GOOD NEWS- The US Constitution at Article I ? 8 and again at 12 USC ? 342 clearly states that the US
may pay down the debts owed to anyone including the Federal reserve bank through “lawful money”
again referring to Art. I ? 8 at 3 of the US Constitution, “The Congress shall have power to coin money,
regulate the value thereof, and of foreign coin, and fix the standard of weights and measures;”.This
simply means that Congress can create and regulate the value of COINS, and since the US Constitution
states clearly defines/regulates the value of the “dollar” to be worth 371.25 grains of fine silver.
The Coinage Act or the Mint Act, passed by the United States Congress on April 2, 1792, established the

United States Mint and regulated the coinage of the United States.
President Jackson [while the original National Republican Party which had later split into the Democrat
Party and the Whig Party fought fist and nail with], was an ardent believer of voting rights to all members
of society including “farmers, mechanics, and laborers,” which by his own terms include women, slaves,
and Indians as “the humble members of society,” even though he was a slave owner himself.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------WHY WILL THIS WORK RATHER THAN FAIL?
ONCE AGAIN, the incentives alone will bring the US Dollar (Fed Res Note) back to the US for
investment, and if that is not enough incentive, the one time use COINS for the FRNs will add the extra
push. The TRIO of Mealer Plans is the KEY to this entire solution. No one in their right mind would turn
down this deal. The reason it will NOT crash the economy is the existence of the entire TRIO of Plans,
plus the drug policy.
Those with the big-bucks are usually intelligent people, they will not pass up a deal to become tax
exempt on the new business they invest in and create and make flourish while paying top wages! Higher
wages means more cash spend in the private sector and more sales tax. Followed by the FairTax, of
course.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------SPECIAL NOTE: Today’s Democrat Party is openly calling themselves the “Democrat-ic” to allude
that they are serving their constituents rather than serving the whims of special interest groups and
transnational financiers. Just as the Republican Party is portraying themselves as protectors of our
Republic which guarantees our Bill of Rights, yet they commonly remove full use of rights ‘at will’ to reshape America for the transnational financiers. Neither party is fighting for the common American.
The Whig Party has always been a ‘large-government group’ of hard core, heavy handed lobbyist funded
leaders that have re-emerged as what may appear to be a handful of Milquetoast leaning individuals,
who are inadvertently riding the fence hoping to re-emerge as a viable party. It’s doubtful(but very
hopeful) they will change into party with a hickory backbone that may bend a little but will never break
and under their current leadership will stand behind this Mealer National Debt Solution! Let’s all hope
that the Whigs and other 3rd Parties take a stance as the parties of true change.
This was the opposite of what the banks wished due to their need for voting control. Because, then only
those ‘white male property holders’ were part of the Electorate (aka ‘voters’ these days), and the banks
were particularly more likely to control elections by property lending and lien-levies, speculating, stockjobbing and fraud (much like Wall Street and the Federal Reserve today!) The central banks, in return for
their “exclusive privileges and benefits,” granted by Congress, including a congressional pledge to
create and to not allow any competing institution, the Bank was to pay the government a bonus of $1.5
million. Which was a HUGE sum of money in early America!
When “Old Hickory” Andrew Jackson left office in 1837 and without anyone left to fight for the working
man, against the corrupt ‘central banked political power’ of the Whigs, his Democrat successors Martin
Van Buren and James K. Polk closed the central government organized banks without first preparing for
a replacement monetary system, and sent the nation into a what I would suggest as an intentional
recession/depression (for decades to 1862). What followed Old Hickory’s fight was massive land grabs,
Whig Party cronies bankrolled lobbyists and a lot of US Debt.
Years later, following President McKinley’s anti-trust, union buster, years of Presidency until he was
assassinated, his VP Theodore Roosevelt assumed POTUS and strengthened his own trust-busting
pledges to prevent the Transnational Conglomerates from further stepping on the ‘common-man trying run

his small business.’Theodore Roosevelt after two successful terms as a Republican US President,
trying to put this nation back on track and preserving national areas from the well-funded lobbyist
controls to the point where he rallied this great nation through the Industrial Revolution.
Theodore Roosevelt made another try for POTUS for a third term in 1912 for very good reason.
Republican President Taft was about to sign the Federal Reserve Act. Taft’s presidential hopeful,
Democrat Woodrow Wilson was already owned by the bankers who were pushing for the Central Bank,
so T.R. Had an opportunity to beat-out one or both of two evils and like today, there was no lesser of
two evils! In fact, T.R. was shot while making a speech, shook it off and continued campaigning the same
day. He ultimately lost the 1912 Presidential Race to Wilson, America’s choice of the lesser of ‘two
evils’.
Had T.R. won the election and defeated the Federal Reserve Act, I believe that WWI would have been
averted because the bankers who financed the war effort on both sides would not have existed.
With the passing of the Whig Party’s tightly controlled Federal Reserve Act in 1913, which was cleverly
crafted to not mention the constitutional mandated congressional “power to coin money” because the
Supreme Court would have ruled the Act unconstitutional. In fact, the Fed Res Act was technically illegal
except that Art, I ? 8 para 2 of the US Constitution allowed government to “borrow money on the credit
of the United States."
Keep in mind, that after President Lincoln refused the Central Banks loan at 23% to 35%
interest money and instead printed Greenbacks to finance the Civil War. Of course this was
after Lincoln declared publicly, "The money powers prey upon the nation in times of peace
and conspire against it in times of adversity. It is more despotic than a monarchy, more
insolent than autocracy, and more selfish than bureaucracy. It denounces as public enemies all
who question its methods or throw light upon its crimes. I have two great enemies, the
Southern Army in front of me and the bankers in the rear. Of the two, the one at my rear is my
greatest foe." Abraham Lincoln.
Pres Lincoln died 2 weeks later from a “gunshot to the rear of his head”.
Long after Lincoln's demise and although President Garfield was against Greenbacks, he
was for bi-metal currency and not a Central Bank. He was assassinated within 200 days of
serving as POTUS, for this stance.
"Whoever controls the volume of money in any country is absolute master of all
industry and commerce." James A. Garfield stated weeks before his assassination.
In 1872, the income tax ended, but no less than 68 bills (all lobbied by Central Banking
institutions and big business who could readily influence and finance the changes they needed for
expanded and controlled markets) were presented to enact another income tax.
This was of course followed decades later by President Cleveland and his lobbyist owned
Congress's 1893-'84 income tax. Cleveland knew a direct tax was unconstitutional so he allowed
it to become pseudo-law 'without his signature' where the politicians declared the tax “As an
act to reduce taxation, to provide revenue for the government, and for other purposes.” The
claims of this unlawfully apportioned and unqualified income tax was suggested as a method
created to lower the tax burden on others. The Supreme Court crushed this income tax because it
was a direct tax on the US citizen.

With this being the factual background and history of the coinage, valuation and ability to pay any debt
with a coin or series of coins which is true to this very day means that Congress can lawfully, legally
and rightfully pay the National Debts owed to any entity with a United States Coin coming from the Mint
as stated by the Federal Reserve itself again at 12 USC ? 342.
http://www.federalreserve.gov/aboutthefed/section13
We cannot turn a blind eye to the fact that due to intentional outsourcing and job loss, a whopping
45 Million of the 83 Million US families are on food stamps. That’s 54% and the rest are going
hungry or living out of food pantries & charity alone! This is an issue which I believe to be
created by the Federal Reserve Bank and the IMF and can be proven by historical facts, their own
statements and the same method they use to spread their usury monies around the globe. Also a
very provable, documented and often admitted practice by the bank itself.
The unmanageable National Debt is no accident and the US recessions and depressions seem to be well
orchestrated and timed for land acquisition as they have always been closely accompanied by wars or
International disputes followed by new Debts incurred by the US for the nations that have been either
“rescued” or “managed” and outsourced to by either the multiple US-based and/or off-shore transnational
corporations. Meaning, more usury payments, especially after the US inevitably writes off the loans
given to foreign nations and places the tax burden on US taxpayers.
In furtherance, On 4 June 1963 President Kennedy made Exec. Order 11110 giving ability of the
US Treasury Secretary to issue Silver-Certificates in order to remove the use/value of silver in
minted coins (which Constitutionally cannot be taxed with usury fees), and although Kennedy was
NOT stifling the Fed Res., his actions instead hindered a small percentage of the trillions of usury
backed notes which were to be gained from funds derived via the Bretton Woods Agreements
(“BWA”) of July 1944, during a series of wars as proven during the WWII era for the BWA
created IMF and World Bank. Pres Kennedy died in office 22 Nov. 1963 from unnatural causes.
With your backing, we can make a smooth transition OUT OF THIS MESS and regain personal and
National prosperity. There is literally no other way to resurrect the American economy or to fulfill the
want and yearning and demand to attempt to live the American Dream.

